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Dramatic and mysterious, black diamonds 
add fervour and versatility

by Preeta Agarwal

BLACK DIAMONDS
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A mongst the regal 
bright white and many 
colourful diamonds, 
there exist another 

form, opaque and mysterious. Sometimes 
referred to as Carbonado, black diamond 
adds a dramatic appeal to jewellery when 
contrasted with white diamonds or set in 
white gold. Mostly found in smaller sizes, 
black diamonds make for perfect  
pavé-set jewellery. They are rare, dynamic 
and versatile.

A masterpiece by staurino fratelli 
exemplifies how much the jewellery industry 
loves black diamonds. The Opera set, which 
includes a lavish necklace, a pair of earrings 
and a ring, showcases contemporary design 
with over 60 carats of white and black 
diamonds. Eight rows of black diamonds, 
connected by white ones, set a backdrop 
for the delicate floral white diamond 
spirals, completing the necklace. 

Jewelmer’s Pellagia fish ring uses 
black diamonds to form the body of 
the fish contrasted with a white gold 
head, as the black rhodium-plated tail 
wraps gently around the finger. With 
two black diamonds set as eyes and a 
golden South Sea pearl resting in its 
mouth, the fish looks lively as if it were 
playing with a ball. It is set with a total of 
3.89ct diamonds in 18k white gold dipped in 
rhodium. Black diamonds are used mostly to 
outline contours of specific shapes, and that 
is exactly how the petals of the Bell Flower 
ring by Palmiero have been highlighted. 
The eight entwined petals of this three-
dimensional flower ring are pavéd with 
white diamonds and outlined with rows of 
black diamonds. 

fope, the Italian brand known for its 
chains, has also explored black diamonds 
in its collections. Diamonds with a very 
high colour and clarity adorn this Y- shaped 
monochrome necklace. The smallest sizes of 
diamonds possible, set under a microscope 
for precision, have been used to create the 
alternate white and black links and chain 
ends. On the other hand, the latest collection 
launched by Damiani uses a good number 
of black diamonds in the forms of wings 
and feathers, highlighting a dark and gothic 
appeal. Studded with only black diamonds, 

the Damiani Legami ring does justice 
to the concept, with two wings 
crossing over each other, covering two 
fingers on each side. Studded in white 
gold, the simple ring evokes exciting 
secrets. 

Black diamonds have also been used 
many times when making snake jewellery, 
as black brings out the character in the 
reptile. castaldi Gioielli’s ring features a 
snake slithering around a 12.43ct Australian 
pearl, holding it like its prized possession. 
Four carats of black diamonds and 1.83 
carats of white diamonds make up the body 
of the snake. White diamonds are set in 
between black for the eyes, and a special cut 
pentagon diamond rests on its head, adding 
personality to the reptile. 

Mostly found in 
smaller sizes, black 
diamonds are rare, 

dynamic and versatile

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP
Monochrome necklace 
in 18k white gold 
with black and white 
diamonds, FOPE

Legami ring in white 
gold with black 
diamonds, DAMIANI

Snake ring in white gold 
with 4ct black diamonds, 
white diamonds and a 
12.43ct Australian pearl, 
CASTALDI GIOIELLI

Pellagia ring in white 
gold with a golden 
South Sea pearl set 
with black and white 
diamonds, JEWELMER

OPPOSITE
Opera necklace 
featuring black and 
white diamonds, 
STAURINO FRATELLI
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Meanwhile, Yoko London celebrates 
the spirit of black diamonds in a pair of 
Black & White tassel hoops. Delicate discs 
in 18k black gold, studded with black and 
white diamonds hang gently from the 
double hoops, making these a perfect pair of 
accessories from day to night. Known for its 
rare and hand-picked pearls, Yoko London 
lets two round grey Tahitian pearls finish the 
elegant look of the earrings, giving them a 
delicate yet enigmatic charm.

The use of black diamonds is not just 
limited to dark and dense themes; they make 
pretty floral jewellery, too. Bibigi’s floral 
ring with abstract white and black petals 
interlaced with white pearls is charming. 
The brand also offers bold, everyday rings 
in black and white diamonds, which are a 
perfect casual go-to piece. Another master 
of understated elegance befitting everyday 

wear is shamballa Jewels. This Nyima 
cuff is a simple yet stylish daily-wear 
hand ornament that is made in black 
rhodium-plated 18k white gold. A rotating 
black diamond-studded spherical bead 
completes the piece.   

Sometimes referred to as 
Carbonado, black diamond adds a 

dramatic appeal to jewellery

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP
Bell Flower ring in 18k 
white gold with white 
and black diamonds, 
PALMIERO 

Nyima cuff with black 
diamond pavé in 18k 
black rhodium-plated 
white gold, SHAMBALA 
JEWELS

Earrings featuring 18k 
black gold with Tahitian 
pearls and black and 
white diamonds, YOKO 
LONDON

Pearl and diamond ring, 
BIBIGI


